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The New ZI/TEL Bulletin Board - Part 2

by Jay Sage, sysop

Last time, in my first article in this series on our new

computer bulletin board system (BBS), I described the

procedure used to call the system for the first time, to

register, and to read and enter messages. This time I

will introduce the subject of exchanging files with the

system. This is a very valuable function of a BBS, since

there is a lot of very high quality free software there for

the taking. Some of it is called shareware, which means

that you are supposed to send the author some money

if you make regular use of the program. In either case,

however, you can download the program and try it out

at no cost. As you gain experience, you may be able to

help other users by contributing such software that you

have obtained elsewhere (or, perhaps, even wrote your-

self).

At the end of the last column I mentioned "doors"

and suggested that you learn how to enter "door 2" at

Continued on page 8

Upcoming Meetings

The meeting schedule is not cast in stone. We are still very much open to suggestions, both for alter-

native subjects and for specifics of what you would like our planned subjects to include.

October 10, 1989
Joint meeting on the subject of compatibility. We
will especially focus on ways to move files between

CP/M and MS-DOS computers at the operating sys-

tem as well as application levels.

November 14, 1989
CP/M - A look at two major application programs

from the public domain: VDE/ZDE, surprisingly

powerful wordprocessors, and PCFILE, aflat-file

database manager. These remarkable programs

have corresponding MS-DOS shareware programs,

so you can use the same working environment under

both DOS and CP/M and move files back and forth

with ease.

MS-DOS - A look at graphical interfaces. We'll in-

vestigate the Windows and GEM environments.

December 12, 1989
A joint meeting in keeping with the holiday season

will feature fun and games with computers. We hope

to set up an arcade of DOS and CP/M computers on

which you can see the games in action.

January 9, 1990
The MS-DOS subgroup will discuss fonts con-

centrating on Bitstream products. The CP/M sub-

group will look at interesting and professional

printing programs. Bradford, FansiFont, EP, and

TeX will be included.

February 13, 1990
Various tax programs — some fancy, some less

fancy. These programs may take a little of the pain

out of the pain!

March 13, 1990
The annual telecommunications meeting. The

groups will meet together for an overview of what

telecommunications is all about. Then we will split

up to look at some of the major software packages

that are available.

April 17, 1990
In separate meetings both groups will examine multi-

tasking environments. The CP/M group will look at

BackGrounder-ii and SPAWN. The MS-DOS group

will examine Windows, Double Dos, Carousel, and

Deskview.
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Editor Bows Out

This issue of the Boston Kugel marks the end ofmy tenure as

editor. I wish I could tell you that a new editor is in place, but as I

write this a successor is not yet ready to roll.

I am relinquishing this position because the time I can devote

to the Kugel has dwindled a great deal and I cannot reliably

produce issues in a regular fashion, as you may have noticed. The

erratic appearance of the newsletter, in turn, squanders oppor-

tunities and goodwill for the entire group.

Therefore, somebody has a great opportunity to use Ms or her

talents, contribute vitally to ZI\TEL> learn new software, become

known far and wide as aBSC activist, and generally have a good

time. The Kugel is necessary to the well-being of ZI\TEL, and the

recent consolidation will make it even more important. I hope

someone out there is willing to take a stab at continuing the

newsletter tradition and I urge you to consider seriously taking on

the responsibility of producing it.

The tasks can be divided into several positions. There are four

functions that need to be done:

• Assign and edit articles. This involves talking with authors

about story ideas, tracking down meeting schedules,

telephone numbers and other information, and reminding

everyone concerned of deadlines. It also involves editing the

work for style and accuracy.

• Line up advertising. This has been almost totally neglected

by me; the health of the group would be enhanced greatly

should someone volunteer to perform this function.

• Design and compose the layout of the newsletter. This invol-

ves using desktop publishing tools and printing camera

ready copy on a laser printer. Perhaps we can get the BCS

to handle this function.

• Work with the BCS office. This involves delivering the

camera ready copy, mailing labels, and any special instruc-

tions to the BCS publications staff.

The main qualifications needed for any of these functions are

perseverance, inventiveness, common sense, curiosity, and atten-

tion to detail. Normal, literate, computer-sawy people can handle

the editorial and design with just a little experience. ("Don't use

four words when one will do; don't use six typefaces when two will

do; use a spelling checker.") Truthfully, I cannot speak for what it

takes to obtain advertising, but a glance at theActive Window or

thePCReport suggests that there are plenty of advertisers out

there.

If a volunteer is willing, or if several volunteers are willing, to

get into this business, Fll be happy to assist him, her, or them to

get started.

I've enjoyed editing the Kugel immeasurably. It has provided

me the opportunity to work with talented and inspiring people, to

try out new technologies, and most of all, to contribute in a small

way to the magical world of ideas. —JG
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On Board CP/M
By Hal Voge!

Is There a Plus Using the NewWORD+

?

WordStar version 4 comes bundled with what

some have described as CP/M's best spell check-

er - THEWORD PLUS (WORD + ). Many
who purchased CP/M Kaypros got this as a

separate program bundled with the hardware.

Since WordStar 33 also came packaged with

these Kaypros, many assumed it was a part of

that version ofWordStar. It wasn't.

Actually, another spell checker was supposed

to be integrated with WS3.3 and accessible from

the main menu. Most never got it. They were the

lucky ones.WORD + performed much better —
and still does.

Soon there were hackers who figured out

how to accessWORD + from within WS3.3. It

was a fine marriage. MicroPro must have

agreed. When WS4 finally came to CP/M, it

came withWORD + . To the casual user it

might appear identical to the 1981 version of

WORD + that most of us already have. All the

same parts are there. They are accessed and per-

form the same way. The documentation in the

WordStar 4 manual is virtually identical to that

of theWORD + (Kaypro) manual. Both

manuals even state the same number of words

are in the main dictionary (MAINDICT.CMP).
But the latter doesn't appear to be true.

MAINDICT.CMP on the new WS4 diction-

ary disk is 26K larger than that on the disk that

came with the separate program (TW vl.22).

Since both offerings seemed so much alike, I as-

sumed that the "new" dictionary disk simply had

a version that had been compiled with a less tidy

compression scheme. After all, both manuals

said the dictionaries were the same size (45,000

words).

But this apparently isn't the case. Fortunate-

ly! It appears that the WS4 dictionary is larger

because it has more words. Assuming the com-

pression ratio is the same, it would seem that the

new MAINDICT.CMP has about 10,000 more

words than the older version.

I tested this against my UPDICT.CMP which

has almost five years worth of words that I have

added to the old dictionary. To my surprise,

1600 of the UPDICT.CMP's 3000 + entries now
were in MAINDICT.CMP. I checked UP-
DICT.CMP using the new MAINDICT.CMP,
having the program mark all those words that

were not found. About 1600 were left over. I

double-checked by running FIND.COM on

some of the newly found words that the new

MAINDICT.CMP now claimed it contained.

Sure enough, they were found. FIND.COM
failed to find them in the old MAINDICT.CMP.

That's the good news. More words come in

the new MAINDICT.CMP on WS4's dictionary

disk. The bad news is that some of the "old"

words no longer are there. It isn't a direct ex-

change. There just seems to have been some

faulty transferring. Small chunks of the old dic-

tionary are not to be found in the new one.

For example, if you run FIND PRAC* on the

new MAINDICT.CMP that comes with WS4 it

will find nothing — no words beginning with

PRAC. Ifyou do this with the old MAIN-
DICT.CMP that came withWORD + bundled

The bad news is that some of the "old"
words no longer are there. • . Small
chunks of the old dictionary are not to be
found in the new one.

originally with your Kaypro you will find ten

entries from PRACTICABILITY to PRAC-
TITIONERS. That whole portion is missing

from the new MAINDICT.CMP. The same can

be found in other sections of MAINDICT.CMP.
Small segments have been omitted that pre-

viously were in its former version.

The remedy is simple. When I notice an ob-

vious omission during a spell check, I run a

FIND.COM on that segment of the dictionary.

For example, when I noticed during a spelling

check that it presented PRACTICE as a pos-

sible misspelling (or omission from the diction-

ary), I ran FTND.COM on MAINDICT.CMP
searching for all words that began with PRAC
(FIND PRAC*). Doing the same with the

replaced MAINDICT.CMP revealed the ex-

clusions. These gaps normally appear as entirely

omitted chunks of a section. Once I found five

missing words in a row. In the case of PRAC*, I

found eleven.

They weren't missing for long since fortunate-

ly there is a way of adding them to our search

resources. I dump-to-file the omitted section

(vocabulary words) from where they are shown

on the screen in the old dictionary and add them

toWORD + 's customized dictionary file (UP-

DICT.CMP). Of course, we can't physically

enter the compressed MAINDICT.CMP to ex-

tract any words or sections. But if you have a

screen dump capability, such as with BACK-
GROUNDER and/or the TurboROM, you can

display the section of missing words and dump it

into a disk file.
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Using DICTSORT and a few other, simple

steps explained in the manual, the file's words

can be added to your UPDICT.CMP. If you are

only dealing with a few words each time, it is

easier just to runWORD + on that file and have

it automatically add (using the "U" option) the

omitted words.

So far I've found several omitted sections

whose short list ofwords had to be added to UP-

DICT.CMP. But judging from the number of

words I have been able to delete from my old

UPDICT.CMP (because they nowARE found

in the new MAINDICT.CMP), it appears that

the trade-off is worth it.

Some of you may already have found that

MAINDICT.CMP is not the only different file

Remember the first CP/M utility you ever

used? If PIP wasn't it, then it probably

was because you first had to format a disk
— in order to use it

in theWORD + offered with WS4. The two

TW.COM's aren't the same, either. The "older"

one that most of us got years ago is version 1.22.

The WS4 version's TW.COM displays itself as

version 1.21. A CRC check of both programs

reveal that they are slightly different.

Since I never had a problem running version

1.22, and since it performs well with the new

MAINDICT.CMP, I didn't bother switching to

the "new" version packaged with WS4. My
philosophy is that newer versions normally work

better than older ones (provided no operational

bugs are present in revisions).

What this all means is that I'm using my old

WORD + with the newWS4 - except for the

dictionary. WS4's MAINDICT.CMP has

replaced the dictionary file that came with the

originally procured version. Saying it another

way, you would have an advantage switching to

the version ofWORD + that comes with WS4,

although ifyou have TW.COM from the one you

got earlier, you might just like to replace the ver-

sion that WS4 provides. It might not help, but so

far it doesn't seem to hurt. And someday you

just might need whatever was put into the older

TW.COM that made it 1.22.

Before feeling fully satisfied, you also might

like to run your UPDICT.CMP through the new

MAINDICT.CMP. Maybe you also will find a

host of entries that no longer are needed. That

will leave room for the omissions that you will

have to add to compensate for the excisions that

had been made it to the new MAINDICT.CMP.

On The Boards
Remember the first CP/M utility you ever

used? If PIP wasn't it, then it probably was be-

cause you first had to format a disk — in order

to use it. PIP has endured the years (and DOS)
well with only a few reincarnations. The most

notable probably is Kelly Smith and P.L.

Kelley's RPIP (resettable PIP). It retained

PIP's features and added the ability to disk swap

and also quick repeat during batch operations.

Now there's another generation of PIP that

updates PIP's commands and builds in a few

more niceties, while slimming its girth. New
PPIP.COM (latest version appears to be

PPIP173) is half the size of old PIP or RPIP -

but it also lacks its more esoteric features.

You don't have to be a genius to learn how to

command PIP or RPIP to copy one file from

one drive/user area to another with verification,

for example

PIP B: =A:FILENAME[VOG10]

Just don't tell my fingers that. I dread to count

the times I mistyped a zero for the "o" in "VO,"

and the other times I erred typing the correct

brackets and user number. In fact, I made one

typo just while entering that example into this

manuscript. Although it works, old PIP's com-

mand line convention just seems unnatural.

David Jewett III sensed this as well and

resolved it by even adding a nice touch for those

living in the dual worlds ofCP/M and DOS. His

PPIP can be commanded by either of two con-

ventions. One he calls "CP/M" and the other fol-

lows DOS's copy sequence. Either can be used

at any time.

The so-called CP/M choice follows the old

PIP's traditional destination= source standard.

But it's a bit easier to handle. There are no

brackets nor get-from notations. File locations

are addressed in a sensible manner, such as

PPIP DU:DESTFILE=DU:SOURCEFILE

The equal sign remains, but notice how file loca-

tions (destination and source) are handled in a

more logical way than in the old PIPs.

Interestingly, the alternate command conven-

tion adheres to DOS structure, so people going

back and forth between CP/M and MS/PCDOS
won't be confused any longer by the opposing

copy conventions. The DOS syntax is:

PPIP DU'.SOURCEFILE DU.DESTFILE

Notice that there is a space between the source

and destination, as it is with DOS's COPY com-

mand. The CP/M style uses an equal sign in this

space (with no blank spaces on either side, just

as in the old PIPs). Remember, the "DOS" style

for entering a command is NOT for copying
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DOS files. It is just one of two style options in

PPIP for copying files in CP/M.
The second significant difference (and nice

feature) is the ability to run-time toggle or make

a default certain copying options. The six tog-

gles (preceded by a "/") are identified by a

single letter:

/A = copies if the archive attribute bit isn't set

/V= verifies

/C= reports CRC number from verification process

/M = erases SOURCE after copying to a destination

IE & /W= override copying-over messages

/A would seem to have little use under many
versions of CP/M, but it's there. NZCOM is a

one of the exceptions that can make use of this.

Default is OFF (i.e., ifyou don't touch it, it

doesn't do anything). It can't be patched either

as a default into the program. The others can.

For example, using DDT (and the addresses

provided in the PPIP.DOC file) you can embed

any or all of the remaining toggle options so that

they work each time you use PPIP — without

otherwise telling it.

This is especially nice in the case of /V and

/C. I assume most of us want to know if we made

an accurate copy, especially of binary files. In

the old PIPs this required adding [vo] ("verify

object code") option. With PPIP you either add

a "/V" or do nothing (if that address is patched

["FF'] ON). Including 7C" (or also patching its

address ON) reports the CRC number. I find

this comforting, so patched it ON.
/M is an exciting addition to PIP. Typing this

toggle (or patching its address ON) deletes the

SOURCE after the DESTINATION file is writ-

ten. Under old PIPs this would be a two step

operation if writing to different drives (moving

to another user area of the same drive can

employ MAKE.COM that removes the file from

its former user area when it shifts it [actually

changes its UA byte designation in its directory

listing] to its new user area). You'd have to

return to erase the SOURCE. Now PPIP does it

in one typing step. Of course, if you don't want

to delete the SOURCE file, it will remain if you

don't use the /M toggle.

I can't imagine why anyone would want to use

toggles that don't automatically question you

before overwriting duplicate files, especially

ones that are R/O. But in the event there is a

good reason for this, these toggles exist (/E and

/W). Otherwise, PPIP defaults to letting you

know when you are about to overwrite a file by

the same name in the same DU: and asks for

permission to continue.

PPIP also remembers the name of the last file

it copied and warns you if you should be copying

two files with the same name to the same DU:.

Unfortunately, it only works if the copies are

back-to-back, but this is better than no duplica-

tion protection.

Old PIPs' [z], append files and other options

(other than verification and get-from) are not

supported. But I would suspect that they receive

little demand now anyway. Today we have other

ways of dealing with these features. PPIP does

have a "crude text editor," but I didn't explore

it. PPIP works with submit, ZCPR, drives to

"P," user areas to "31" and includes file dating

under DATESTAMPER. Wildcards are amply

accommodated and there doesn't seem to be

any speed loss. In fact, I thought I detected a

slight speed improvement over the old PIPs.

However, any performance increase wasn't

enough to make it a significant differentiating

factor.

If you use the old PIPs for file copying and

don't call upon their more esoteric features (or

RPIP's disk swapping and repeat functions),

and sometimes you becomes confused by the dif-

ference between CP/M and DOS copying con-

ventions, relief may be on our board under

PPIP173.ARK (or PPIP18.ARK that additional-

ly includes provisions for running under a Z- Sys-

tem with and without DATESTAMPER).

From the Department of Corrections,
Amplifications, and Assorted Editorial Excuses
In last issue's discussion of patching WordStar,

the fifth line on page 8 should read:

This is ~ P < ESC > Wnot ~ P < ESC > &the way to do it!

Classified Advertisements

For Sale
Kaypro 2X Business Package with 2 double-

sided disk drives and letter quality Juki printer.

Software includes WordStar, CalcStar, DataStar,

Checks & Balances, and Mailing List. Also avail-

able: Allstar Guide to the Kaypro Computer —
and excellent manual. Best offer. Call (617) 298-

0811.

For Sale
Osborne I CP/M transportable computer

New WordStar, SuperCalc, Home Finance,

Database, modem, carrying case. $175. OS I

Start Pac $15. OS I disk drive, new $50. OS I in-

ternal monitor, new $60. Star Gemini 10 printer,

little used $75. Star NX-10 printer, little used

$125. (OS I drive A may need alignment.) You
pay UPS. Also Osborne's The Portable Com-
panion magazine. 17 issues. Good condition.

$42.50. Call William E. Jones, (614) 424-7089

week days or write 3130 S. Dorchester Road,

Columbus, OH 43221
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MS-DOS

Back to Work:
Refurbishing the
Kaypro 2000
by Michael Bartell

At home an AT-Clone with wordprocessing

programs, spreadsheets, motion picture

software sits on my desk. At work an IBM
Selectric typewriter sits on a desk across from

me. Now, if I could only take my work the of-

fice... if I only had a second computer...

If the above lament sounds familiar, read on.

I know the problem, and I've done something

about it. I administer the film program at Emer-

son College. This necessitates writing reports,

memos, syllabi, exams, and letters of recommen-

dation. Personal film projects include revising

scripts, budgets, and script breakdowns. Since

the college can't afford to put a computer on

every faculty member's desk, I picked up an old,

dusty and neglected transportable Kaypro 2000

for a song.

The Kaypro 2000 meets my requirements for

a second computer. It can be securely stored in

a lockable file cabinet when I'm out of the of-

fice. It is easy to carry the 2000 to where the

printers are kept when I am ready to print out

files. The single 720K drive can handle the word

processing and spreadsheet programs which I

use on a regular basis.

With a few set-up modifications to the

program disks, and a few hardware accessories,

the Kaypro 2000 helps me to get more work

done at the office. While my word processing,

spreadsheet, and motion picture software-run

slower on the 8088 and the single 720K 3-l/r\

drive, and while the non-backlit LCD screen *

scrunches letters a bit, the refurbished Kaypro

2000 package I've put together performs many
day-to-day tasks quite well.

Getting it to set up was not without problems.

To begin with, the old Kaypro 2000 has only a

serial port. My Epson printer has a parallel

input. To solve this problem I purchased a

parallel interface converter. [I purchased a dis-

counted Micro MW-100 K interface from a

dealer. Both Jameco (415) 592-8097 and

MISCO 1-800-631-2227 sell parallel interface

converters through mail order.] The parallel in-

terface converter requires a separate power

supply to run so I purchased one from Radio

Shack, along with a submini-type phone plug to

mini plug phone adaptor to fit the parallel inter-

face converter power connector.

The parallel interface converter is connected

between the RS-232 serial port of the Kaypro

2000 and the Centronics parallel port of the

printer. (Be aware that the serial port of the

Kaypro 2000 is hidden behind a pull-out rubber

guard on the left side of the machine.) Once the

interface converter power supply is plugged in,

the hardware is ready to use.

The interface converter must also be ad-

dressed by the software. Two lines must be

entered at the command prompt to initialize the

system:

MODECOM1:96,N,8,2,P
MODELPT1: = COM1:

The first line sets the serial communications

port to the right baud, parity, databits, stopbits,

and printer retry output settings. The second

line redirects the software parallel printer out-

put to the serial port. That is, it sets the Kaypro

serial port to transmit what most software sends

to parallel printer output port LPT1:. I've

placed these two commands into a batch file

called PRINTER.BAT which is booted from the

AUTOEXEC.BAT file each time the computer

is turned on.

The next step is to format disks for the 720K
3.5" drive. These disks should be formatted as

system disks. Moreover, since the Kaypro 2000

runs a special version ofMS-DOS 2.11, disks

should be formatted and sysed on the Kaypro.

(If the disk has been previously formatted, it

may be necessary to bulk erase this disk before

formatting it on the Kaypro.) Boot the Kaypro

using the system disk and prepare to format a

new disk by typing

FORMAT /S

at the command prompt. A prompt will ap-

pear on the screen asking for a new unformatted

disk to be placed in the B: drive. Because A:

and B: alternate as drive letters for the single

drive, in operations such as formatting and file

copying, it is necessary to take out the boot disk

and to put in the new disk. Do not expect other

versions ofDOS to run on the Kaypro. I've

found that PC-DOS 3.3 will not run.

Applications software can be transferred to

these system disks. This is most easily ac-

complished using a desktop computer which has

a 3.5" drive. Simply copy the needed program

files to the formatted 3.5" disk. It may be neces-

sary to place features of certain programs on

separate disks since disk space is limited to

720K less the 42K taken up by DOS. For ex-

ample, WordPerfect's dictionary must be placed

on a second disk, where the feature will still
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work if the disks are swapped during the spell

checking operation. Lotus 1-2-3 will run using

only the 123.* files of the program, if features

such as graphs and reinstallation aren't needed.

In fact, it is best to set up the proper installation

of a program on a fast desk-top before copying

files to the Kaypro 720K 3.5" disk.

The Kaypro system disks should also contain

a CONFIG.SYS file and an AUTOEXECBAT
file, along with KSTATUS.COM,
KBOOT.COM, and the PRINTER.BAT file

which I described earlier. CONFIG.SYS can

consist of the following:

files=2Q

buffers=20

AUTOEXECBAT can consist of the following:

verify on
prompt $p$g
path=a:\
kstatus

kboot

printer

Verily on checks the system hardware,

prompt sets the prompt appearance, path sets

the path, kstatus places a resident program in

memory with which the battery charge can be

checked and the internal modem can be turned

on (using the ctrl-alt-S key sequence), kboot

helps enter the date and time, and printer sets

the communications port for use with the paral-

lel interface converter. The system disks with

the application programs can now be used to

boot the computer and to run the programs.

Don't expect too much life from the internal

battery of the Kaypro 2000. The battery may no

longer take a full charge if the computer has

been lying around for a long time. (If the bat-

tery doesn't work, check the position of the

switch located under the left side of the lid, just

above the serial port.) Even a fully charged bat-

tery runs the computer for only a short time. Ex-

pect to rely on the Kaypro external power

supply when working.

Obviously the Kaypro 2000 is not truly

"lapable" when carting round the computer ex-

ternal power supply, the parallel interface con-

verter, the interface converter power supply,

and the disks. However, a cheap portable file

folder holder is available at stationary stores

such as Staples. The plastic file folder holder is

about as wide and long as the Kaypro 2000, and

about three times as deep. It can hold all of the

Kaypro 2000 accessories for easy cartage. It

also serves as a nice stand for the Kaypro 2000

to sit on for a good view of the LCD screen.

The stand, together with the ctrl-alt-Fl and

ctrl-alt-F2 commands allow for a readable

screen.

While the refurbished Kaypro 2000 package

cannot compete with the size and features of

many newly released laptop computers, it does

offer functionality at an attractive price. With

the money you save buying that dusty, old used

computer for your office, you can even afford

that 3.5" disk drive for your home machine.

Classified Advertising

For Sale
CP/M Kaypro 2X. Modified with three half

height drives — drives A: and C: are quad

density drives (780K each), drive B: is a

double density drive (390K). Extra double

density drive and extra keyboard included.

Kaypro Daisy Wheel Printer (Juki 6100).

Emulates Diablo 630, extra daisy wheels and

ribbons.

Software includes WordStar 3.3, Oasis

Speller Checker, dBASE II version 2.41 with

tutorial, CalcStar, DataStar, Uniform, Out-

Think outliner, SmartKey, Checks & Balan-

ces, E-Z mail.

$600 for the lot, firm

Call Bob at (617) 444-8007 evenings or (617)

449-5931, extension 28, days.

C For CP/M
The BDS C Compiler v1.6

The original, fast CP/M-80 C language
development system is now available

once again directly from BD Software!

• Over 700K of materials, including full

sources for: all libraries, runtime pkg,
RED integrated editor, CDB source-level

debugger, CMODEM program, utilities

• Ideal for most ROM-based applications

• Made to run fast on floppy-only systems
• Many P.D. applications available (CUG)
• Fully supported by author Leor Zolman

Now only $90 per copy!

BD Software
P.O. Box 2368

Cambridge, Ma. 02138
(617) 576-3828

Free UPS 2nd-day-air delivery for pre-paid orders. C.O.D., MC,
VISA orders accepted. Please specify a soft-sectored disk format!
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The ZI\TEL BBS, continued from page 1

the PCBoard command prompt. This will take

you into the ProDoor door, a second BBS
program that shares the same message base and

files as the main BBS program (PCBoard). Pro-

Door has many extremely nice features that

make it much easier to use. For file transfers, I

will assume that you are in ProDoor. The is just

no reason to put up with the primitive facilities

in PCBoard itself.

On the ProDoor main menu, there are six

major choices that relate to working with files

on the system. Listed alphabetically these are:

D, F, L, N, U, and Z. We will take them up in

logical order.

It is pretty much a general rule, by
the way, that wherever you enter a
directory number, you can enter a
whole list of them.

Finding Out About the Files

Before you can download a file from the BBS
system to your computer, you first have to know

what files are on the system, and it helps to

know in addition something about what the files

are for. The "F' (Files) command is the main

one to use for this purpose. After you enter

F< RETURN >

you will see a menu-like display of the directory

areas on the system. What are these "direc-

tories?" Think of them as nothing more than

logical groupings of file names. By grouping

them, you don't have to read through the names

of all files on the entire system when looking for

those on a particular subject; you can, instead,

specify that you want to see the files only in a

particular category.

Once you have the listing of the directories in

front of you, the prompt will ask which direc-

tories you want to have displayed. There are

some other options as well. Here, as most

everywhere else, there is the "H" or "?" com-

mand, which will bring up a help display. Get

into the habit of using this facility! Also get into

the habit of experimenting. Unless you have

sysop status, it should be impossible for you to

, do any harm to the system or to your computer,

no matter what commands you enter. So, when

in doubt, experiment. It's a great way to learn!

The normal response at this point is to enter

the number of the ou-ectory you want listed. Sup-

pose you want to see i(there is a better telecom-

munications program tnata the one you are

presently using on your CP/M computer. You

would then enter

10<RETURN>

to see a listing of the CP/M communications-re-

lated files. For a listing ofMS-DOS files, you

would enter

30<RETURN>

Once you have done this, a listing of files will

scroll onto your screen. The listing includes the

name of the file, its size, its system date (usually

when it was uploaded), and a brief description

ofwhat it is. For people used to the "FOR" file

on CP/M BBS systems, this description is rather

puny, but it's better than nothing.

The letter "U" is a convenient alias for the

number of the directory that is used for new files

uploaded to the system. You can use it on any

PCBoard system, no matter how the directories

are arranged, to see the new files. You will al-

most always want to look at the files here.

It is pretty much a general rule, by the way,

that wherever you enter a directory number, you

can enter a whole list of them. For example, if

you have ecumenical interests, you might enter

10 30 U < RETURN >

to see the files in both the CP/M and MS-DOS
telecomm areas and the new uploads area. It's a

good idea to enter all the areas you are inter-

ested in at one time, since then you will not have

to waste time displaying the menu again. The

file listings are paged to the screen, so you don't

have to worry about the files running off the

screen out of view (unless you enter the option

"NS" for "non-stop" as well, as you might if you

were capturing the output to a disk file on your

system - "10 30 U NS <RETURN > " would

then do it).

One last hint. If you don't need the menu
(perhaps because you were smart enough to cap-

ture it during a previous session and print it

out), you can include the directory numbers on

the same line as the "F' command. Thus you

might enter:

f 10 30 uns < RETURN >

The ability to process multiple related com-

mands on a single line applies virtually

everywhere in a PCBoard system.

Working by Date
There is another whole approach to finding

files that is particularly suitable for regular

callers. The "N" (New) command selects files by

date so that you can see just those that are

newer than some cutoff date. After you enter

N < RETURN >
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you will be prompted for that date. ProDoor is

nice enough to provide as a default value the

date of your last login. Then you can just hit

<RETURN> to select that date.

Next you will be asked for a list of directory

areas to scan. You provide an answer just as

with the "F' command. The only new option is

the alias "A" (all areas) that may be quite use-

ful. As usual, you don't have to wait to be

prompted for each piece of information; you can

enter it all at once as in

N U 30 10 < RETURN >

or

N 060189 A NS < RETURN>

As you can guess, ProDoor is smart enough

to tell the difference between a date specifier

and a directory number. If no date spec is

present, it uses the default value.

Searching for Files

The "F* command is fine ifyou want to look

at listings of the complete holdings, and "N" is

good for keeping up to date. But what ifyou are

looking for a particular file and don't know

which directory it is in. It sure would be a pain

to have to read through all the listings. In fact,

you'd probably end up overlooking it anyway

and never find it. So the "L" (Locate) and "Z"

(Zippy scan) commands come to the rescue.

Both commands scan the file listing text that

you saw with the T" and "N" commands, but

they allow you to have the computer search

through it for text patterns. The "Z" commands
takes a simple text string as its search pattern

and is intended mainly for locating keywords in

the file description text.

The "L" command is much more sophisti-

cated. It is intended primarily to take a file

specification (including wildcard characters)

and to locate files with matching names.

However, it has some very interesting and spe-

cial features (not all ofwhich I have yet figured

out, to be honest!).

The "*" wildcard character does not work ex-

actly as it does on your own computer. You can

use it as you would expect ("L AM*.ZIP ...") to

find file names. However, the asterisk can be

used in additional ways. Placed between two

characters, it represents one or more of any

characters. Thus "A*B" means an "A" followed

by a "B" with some okher characters in between.

If you* are curious y^u should experiment a

bit with this command tosee if you can discover

exactly how it works. Sometimes it will work just

like "Z". To me it seems quite unpredictable in

many situations. There may even be some bugs

in its algorithm. If you are not so curious, then

just use it with ordinary wildcard file specs to lo-

cate file names.

Downloading Files

Once you ve located the file or files that you

want, how do you download them? That's what

the "D" (Download) command is for. We will as-

sume that you already know how to use your

communications program to transfer files.

When you are ready to download a file, enter

D < RETURN>

You will then be asked to select a transfer

protocol. If you previously used the "T" (Trans-

fer protocol) command to set a default protocol,

then the selection arrow will already be at the

right choice, and you can just enter a

<RETURN> . Otherwise, select the ap-

propriate letter.

After that, you will be prompted for one file

specification after another. That is one of the

nice things about ProDoor; you can transfer

many files at one time. Each of these file specs

can be wild. Thus you could download all the

BOYAN files by entering

BOYANV < RETURN >

Note that it does not matter in which direc-

tory the file resides. The directory categories are

for display purposes only. A file for download-

ing will be found anywhere on the system from

which you are authorized to download, includ-

ing some (private) areas for which there are no

directory displays.

When you are done making entries, just

answer the prompt with a simple return. You
will be prompted with one last chance to abort

("A") the file transfer in case you got into this

whole sequence of commands by mistake. You
can enter "S" (Start) or just <RETURN> to

start the transfer or "G" (Goodbye) to start the

transfer with instructions to log you out

automatically once it is completed.

If you selected a protocol with batch transfer

capability (YMODEM and ZMODEM, for ex-

ample), then all the files will be transferred at

once. If you selected a single-file protocol, such

as XMODEM, I am not sure what happens,

since I haven't had time to experiment. I think

that ProDoor just generates a sequence of in-

dividual transfer commands, and you receive

each file individually in turn. I always use one of

the batch protocols, so I have never had to find

out about this case.

As usual, the download commands can be

combined on a single command line so that you

can avoid some of the prompts. Thus you could

enter

D Z BOYAN*.* S < RETURN >
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This would immediately transfer all the

BOYAN files using the ZMODEM protocol. If

this were your default protocol, you could just as

well have entered

D BOYAN*.* S < RETURN>

No problem will arise unless there is a file with

the name U7T or "S". In those cases, you would

have to include an explicitV to distinguish the

file name from the command option.

Combining
There is one other utterly delightful feature

of ProDoor. Suppose you want to download a

number of files. Ordinarily you might run the

«p, "N", "Lw, or
U7T commands to find the

names of the files. As you found each one you

Classified Advertisements
ForSale

a . ,

MicrosoftWord Version 5.0 brand new shrink-

wrapped. $229

dBASE IV brand new shrink-wrapped, with Lan-

Pak. $459 -f $120.

SuperCalc Version 5.0 brand new shrink-

wrapped. $319

Keyboards - 101 key extended IBM version

Omnikey CT101 like new. $75

BTC 5339 with Macro Key and macro

program. $75

Hercules Graphic Card Plus Version 1.12

together with WriteOn, a RamFont word proces-

sor. List $299 - Sell $165.

Control your MX-80/100 from its panel with

FingerPrint board. Easy to install, provides

reset, compressed, double wide, emphasized,

double strike, perforation skip, 0.5" margin, 8

lines/inch. With Graftrax+ , italics, underline,

fine (tiny) print, zero slash; all controlled by

printer switch controls. List $49.95, sell for $30.

Microbuffer by Practical Peripherals with 256K

memory, serial to serial. $200.

Mini-Microbuffer by Practical Peripheral with

128K memory, parallel to parallel. $100.

Hayes external Smartmodem 1200, like new with

documentation. $165 or best offer.

Vertical stand for CPU unit. List $30, sell for

$18.

8" SSSD IBM standard formatted diskettes with

sleeves and labels bulk packaged. Can be for-

matted for SSDD. Athana (labelled and un-

labeled), Accutrak, Maxell (boxed). 10 for $1.75

or 100 for $150, or best offer.

Call Dave Raibert (201) 529-3595 or write 1

Winter St., Mahwah, NJ 07430

For Sale ^- ^
Altos computer model 580-20

20 Mb hard drive, with Wyse 100 ter-

minal/monitor. Excellent condition. Also in-

cludes CP/M, MP/M, WS 3.0, full manuals for

hardware and operationg systems. Delivery ar-

ranged. Asking $500 or best offer.

Call Alan Stifeman (603) 399-7733.

ForSale
Altos multi-user computer, Model 5-5D

700k floppy, 5 meg hard disk, Televideo terminal

with keyboard, MP/M II operating system, com-

plete Open Systems accounting package with

source code. Original cost with software over

$11,000. Five years old, but looks and works like

brand new. $350. Not IBM compatible.

Altos multi-user computer, Model 8000-14, 700k

floppy, 40 meg hard disk, Televideo terminal

with keyboard, MP/M II operating system, com-

plete Open Systems accounting package with

source code. Has latest WordStar aboard. Five

years old but runs like new. $550. Not IBM com-

patible.

Altos 800-6S

Multi-user system with Perkins-Elmer terminal

with keyboard, Centronics serial printer, 700k

floppy, 14 meg hard disk, needs operating sys-

tem. $150. Not IBM compatible.

Complete Sinclair Z81 computer with 16K extra

memory, all manuals and games, 12 inch TV, $35.

Call 986-6624 evenings; 821-1665 days.

For Sale
Multi-user OSM Zeus 3X computer

CP/M or MP/M operating systems. I used it in

my business for a year but find that the programs

I need are not available in CP/M. Can handle

three terminals, two terminals included. Expan-

dable to 32 users, each user having own printer.

System includes 20 meg hard drive with less than

50 hours use and a tape backup which backs up

20 meg drive in 12 minutes. Comes with Multi-

Plan, Versa series accounting package with in-

ventory, and the latest operating system (4

months old). Comes with 2 Televideo 925 ter-

minals. Uses standard CP/M 8 inch disks.

Machine is still being sold and serviced by a com-

pany in Texas. $2000 plus shipping.

Also Osborne Executive in like-new condition.

$400.

For more information call Timothy P. Dienst at

(802) 878-5609 or write 22 Ridge Rd., Williston,

VT 05495. CompuServe 72755,306.
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lb joinThe
Boston Computer
Societyfollow

these simple

directions

First, complete

and return the application.

Second, sit back and relax.

Its that simple. Soon you'll

receive newsletters and dozens

of other services. You 11 have

access to the world's largest net-

work of information and support

for personal computer users. And
your membership includes all of

these benefits free of charge.

BCS Update magazine

BCS Buying Guide

TWo BCS newsletters ofyour choice

Membership in over 45 user and

interest groups

Admission to over 1 .500 meetings

and events

Use of the BCS Resource Center and

Library

Discounts from more than 450

companies

Access to electronic bulletin boards

Public-domain software

Telephone support and referrals

Admission to The Computer Museum

i Ph

I

I

I

I

Please print ortype

1

MembershipApplication

Name DaytuneTelephone

Address

OThe
O
O Society

r

One Center Plaza

Boston Massachusetts 02 1

617367-8080

City

Please enroll meas

a BostonComputer
SocietyMember:

Regular (1 year). S40

D Regular (2 year). S72

D Regular (3 year). S105

G Student (rail time). S28

Senior Citizen. $28

Associate (outside

New England

only) $34

Family. S55

Outside U.S.. $75

G Sustaining. $100

Institutional $100

G Corporate. $400

O Lifetime. S2500

Note You 11 receive

your membership

card and first mail-

ings m 4-6 weeks.

$5.00 of dues are

designated for sub-

scription toBCS
Update magazine

State csp

3 Signmeup fortheseBCS newsletters

(two are included free of charge in your basic membership; additional ones are $5 each per year):

1

I

I

n

COMPUTERS
D Amiga Amiga Culture (B)

Apple II ApplePiess (B)

Atari ST FasfOr?e{Q)

G Commodore Spnte—Commodore Newsletter iB)

G DEC Rainbow Boston Area RainbowNews (Q j

D IBM PC and Compatibles: PCReport (M)
D Lap Computers Lap Gazette (B)

G Macintosh The Active Window(M)
G NeXT WhatsNeXT?{Q)
G Sinclair and Timex SmciairTimexNewsletter (Q)

D Texas Instruments994a BCS99er (B)

G ZITEL-CP/M& MS-DOS The Boston Kugel(Q)

PROFESSIONAL INTERESTGROUPS
Li Business and Management: Busmess Reply (B)

G Construction BCSConstmction Newsletter

G ConsultantsandEntrepreneurs BCSEnterprise ®A) SOFTWARE/APPUCATIONS

SPECIAL INTERESTSAND TECHNOLOGIES
G Artificial Intelligence: TheBCSArtificial

Intelligence Newsletter (M)

G Church and Synagogue Church andSynagogue

Computer CO)

G Hypermedia/Optical Disk Publishing

NewMedia News (Q)

G International Foreign Exchange (B)

Q Music Soundwaves (B)

G Networking BCS NetworkingNevJsletter{Q)
G Social Impact. Impact (Q)

G Robotics TheBCSRobotics Newsletter (Q)
G Telecommunications Onhne Connection (B)

G Visually Impaired (Blind) VIBUG Newsletter (Q)

G Visually Impaired (Sighted) VIBUG Newsletter (Q)

G Other

G Computer Graphics GraphicsNews (Q)

G Education EducationNews (Q)

G Investors Investment Newsletter (M)

G Medical/Dental: Hea/thCbmp(Q)

G Real Estate: Real Estate (Q)

G Science and Engineering: TheBCSScience and
EngineenngNewsletter (B)

G TYaining and Documentation BCSTD(B)

G Computer-Aided Publishing CAPsifi)

G dBase One to Many (B)

G Logo Fblyspiral (Q)

G Lotus: The Lotus Newsletter (Q)
G Programming 5GSProgrammmgNewsletter (Q)
G Other

(Approximate publication frequency

M - Monthly: B - Bimonthly: Q - Quarterly}

4 Membership fee (from item 2)

Additional newsletters from item 3

(two are included in your membership

fee): extra

newsletters at $5 each pe^year

.

5 Payment Check enclosed

Charge customers only

MasterCard lj VISA

Credit card no

Expiration date

lotaIamountenclosed Signature

L6 G Check here if you do not wish to receive occasional promotional mail from personal computer companies.

Return to The Boston Computer Society. One Center Plaza. Boston. MA 02108

UKA J
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would note its name on a sheet of paper and

later you would enter them allwith the "D" com-

mand. ProDoor has an easier way to do this.

Whenever you are looking at file listings

produced by the "F" or "If commands, at each

page break you have the option of using the "P
(Hag) command to mark files for later

downloading. Similarly, whenever you are at the

main command prompt (as you will be after ex-

ecuting "L" or "7T commands), you can use the

"FLAG" command to mark files.

Note that at the main prompt, you cannot

enter just "F\ because that already has another

use. It is a good idea, therefore, always to enter

the command in the long form, "FLAG", since

this is acceptable in both places. Note also that

the argument to this command is not just a

single, specific file name. It can be a whole list of

wildcard file names ifyou wish, as in

FLAG BOYAN*.* COPY*.Z3P < RETURN>

Later, when you run the "D" command, you

will find that all of the files you flagged earlier

have been entered for you automatically so you

won't have to type their names again. Ifyou

choose to abort that transfer, the names will still

be in the queue. Ifyou flag some more names

and then select "D" again, all of the names will

be entered, both those you just flagged and

those you flagged earlier. I am not sure how one
nnflagft files in case one was flagged in error. I

guess you can always exit from ProDoor back to

PCBoard ("QUTT* command) and then re-

enter ProDoor (I assume it will then have forgot-

ten!). Perhaps someone can come up with a

better way.

I know that I have not covered the "LP

(Upload) command yet, but it is now after 1 am.

I am out of time and out of energy. John Goldie

is also probably out of space! So, we'll just have

to leave the "LP command up to you. Ifyou

mastered the five commands discussed above, I

doubt you'll have much trouble figuring out how
uploads work. So that's all for this time.

r

Travel directions to BOSKUG
We are located at the Greater Boston Regional

in the Ottoson Junior High School, 75 Acton St

call Dave Keeler at GBREC, 641-4870.)

By car
From Rte 128: Take Rt 2 EAST 3.5 miles to Park Ave.

exit. At the end of the ramp, turn LEFT at light onto

Park Ave; go 0.6 miles, turn RIGHT onto Appleton St.

Take fifth RIGHT onto Acton St. Acton St. dead-ends at

Ottoson. Once inside, cross lobby; GBREC is one-half

flight down.

From Storrow/brive: Follow Newton/Arlington signs to

Rt. 2 WEST. Take Park Ave. exit, turn RIGHT onto Park

Ave. Follow instructions above.

Education Center (GBREC pronounced "GA-BREC!"),

., Arlington, MA. If you have any questions, you may

OOThe
OOConputer Society

Via MBTA
From Harvard Sq: Take Bus #77 (ARUNGTON

HEIGHTS) along Mass. Ave. Get off at Appleton St. (at

St. James Catholic Church). Walk one block WEST on

Appleton to Acton St. Walk LEFT on Acton to the Ot-

toson School (see above).

From Alew'rfe Station: Take Bus #84 (ARLMONT VIL-

LAGE) along Rt. 2 West and Park Ave. north. Get off at

Appleton St., walk one block EAST to Acton, follow

above instructions.
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